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Rohatgi received the B. He joined the Westinghouse Research and Development Center in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania in and became a Westinghouse Fellow while working on the science and technology of
photovoltaic and microelectronic devices. Rohatgi joined the ECE faculty at Georgia Tech in and started a
program on photovoltaics, which has become one of the best in the country. He has become an internationally
recognized leader in photovoltaics. He is the author of more than publications and holds 10 U. Rohatgi has
received numerous awards and distinctions from professional societies and Georgia Tech. He is the founder
and CTO for Suniva. Modeling and fabrication of low-cost high-efficiency silicon solar cells Growth and
characterization of low-temperature and high-performance dielectrics Defects and carrier lifetime in
semiconductors Rapid thermal processing of silicon devices Growth and optoelectronic properties of
compound semiconductors Distinctions: Mejia, Ajeet Rohatgi, K. Narayanan, Ajeet Rohatgi, R. Doolittle,
Ajeet Rohatgi, T. Begovic, Ajeet Rohatgi, M. Narasimha, Ajeet Rohatgi, R. Long, Ajeet Rohatgi, M. Hanoka,
Ajeet Rohatgi, R. Krygowski, Ajeet Rohatgi, P. Kamra, "Fabrication and Analysis of Record High Lowrie,
Ajeet Rohatgi, S. Khattak, Ajeet Rohatgi, B. Narashima, Ajeet Rohatgi, A. Dhere, Nan Marie Jokerst, A. Last
revised February 12,
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Presentations are available in PDF format. International Trends and U. Competitiveness " Jeffrey Wadsworth,
President and Chief Executive Officer, Battelle Memorial Institute Since at least the 17th century, innovations
in materials sciences have been critical to solving complex national security, health, and energy
problemsâ€”including the nexus between these areas. During the next 50 years, there is compelling evidence
that there will be unprecedented demographic and economic changes as the global population increases from 7
to 9 billion. The addition of these two billion people will strain an already tight supply of food, water, and
energy and create new national security and health-related issues. Examples of potential approaches are
discussed. However, the Fukushima accident was a grim reminder of the importance of nuclear safety. Nuclear
energy must also be economically competitive, a great challenge in the United States where the cost of reactor
construction has skyrocketed and gas and oil supplies are expanding rapidly because of hydraulic fracturing
technologies. Small modular reactors SMRs may hold the best hope for the U. SMRs also offer significant
opportunities for materials industries and materials research and development. The nuclear industry must also
find a socially acceptable waste disposal option. Most of the global nuclear reactor demand comes from
developing countries. China and India have ambitious plans and programs underway. Several dozen additional
countries have expressed interest in developing nuclear power, but most of them lack the technical and
regulatory expertise for such an expansion. Providing safe and secure nuclear power in such countries will be
challenging, as will be the additional strain that a global spread of nuclear power will put on the nuclear
nonproliferation regime. More important than solving the particular problems being faced was the recognition
that new tools and techniques would be needed to address challenges in that technology in the long run. Along
the way, tools and methods were developed that are now used routinely to advance completely new materials
technologies. This development involved not only the identification of critical problems, but also the
recognition that existing or newly emerging capabilities could be used to address those problems.
Nanoindentation, substrate curvature stress measurements, and all sorts of thin film and small-scale
mechanical testing methods were developed in response to these needs and have turned out to be useful in
other materials developments. In addition, the application of elementary analysis methods has proven to be
useful in understanding thin film mechanical behavior. Finally, the emergence of lithium-ion batteries and the
need for better electrodes have provided still another set of challenges that are motivating new research. Some
of this ongoing research will surely contribute to the development of better and longer-lasting lithium-ion
batteries to power our electronic devices and our vehicles. Challenges and opportunities faced by national
funding agencies, academic institutions, research laboratories, and industry will be examined. Discussion will
also include issues of the borderless knowledge enterprise, shifting demographics, and global challenges that
require collective effort amid stiff competition, while responding to local and national needs, fiscal
constraints, and regional regulations. The key factors that make it possible for a society to succeed in this
century are smart people, smart ideas, and the right environment to let the first two come together and do
something wonderful and exciting. This means that quality education and continued investment in basic
research and development are key success factors. Combining this with environmental factorsâ€”such as
protection of intellectual property, a vibrant venture capital industry, appropriate tax and regulatory laws, and
a social consciousness where the fear of failure is absentâ€”is key for economic growth and success. Most
countries around the world have recognized these success factors and are moving forward to compete. Key to
these efforts is the recognition that the American Research University, with its close association to industry, is
at the center of innovation. Countries around the world are trying to copy this American gem while also
creating the right environment for innovation. The Irish and rest of the Western Europeans are active in this
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area. The Russians, with their great historical emphasis on academics and research, but little experience in
commercialization of research, are investing huge sums to try to recreate an MIT model in Moscow. The
Chinese universities are all active in trying to remake themselves in the mode of American universities. And,
throughout the rest of the world, we see more of the same. The proven model of Silicon Valley, or Route , has
captured the imagination of the world and all are attempting to copy this success. As a result, it is no surprise
to see technology incubators everywhere in the world, whether you are in Lebanon, Chile, or the Netherlands.
Success is not assured for any of these approaches, but it is clear that there will be more competition for the
American model than ever before.
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U.S. Workshop on the Physics and Chemistry of II-VI Materials Held September , in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Meeting Proceedings--JUNE ISSUE This workshop was the twenty-fourth in a series, which began in October in
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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Chapter 7 : Robert J. Lad - Physics and Astronomy - University of Maine
Electronic materials, many invented or engineered, are the foundation of all solid-state electronic devices, enabling
emitters and detectors from the deep-ultraviolet to the far-infrared, radio frequency switches for advanced radar and
communication systems, high-power switches for efficient energy conversion, and more.

Chapter 8 : Steven Ringel | Electronic Materials & Devices Laboratory
The focus of this workshop was the theory and modeling of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and the potential impact
such modeling could have on the processing of electronic and opto-electronic materials in industry.

Chapter 9 : Global R&D Trendsâ€”Implications for Material Sciences
The temperature control and calibration issues encountered in the growth, processing, and characterization of electronic
materials are summarized. The primary problem area is identified as temperature control during epitaxial materials
growth.
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